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Track your assets
to optimize your
supply chain
Sigfox has broken the barriers raised by
traditional tracking technologies. Asset tracking
is now affordable, available worldwide, simple
to deploy, and easy to maintain. Tracking
devices are able to run for months or even
years without having to replace the batteries.
Moreover, they work both indoors and
outdoors.
Trackers make it possible to collect location
data from fleets of returnable containers, as
well as valuable information on the journey of
other deliveries, including pallets, parcels and
trolleys. This offers value chain security, peace
of mind, and efficiency.

Monitor transport
conditions
alongside the
supply chain
Many goods such as medicine and agri-food
products must be transported with great care
and under specific conditions to keep them
viable. Tracking systems report data such as
temperature, shock, and tilt, which provides
better insights into quality control, traceability,
and responsibility boundaries. Tracking keeps
sensitive materials safe, on-time, and within ideal
conditions.

Ensure food safety
like never before
Food temperature monitoring is crucial for anyone
in the food industry. IoT solutions can help ensure
food safety procedures by accurately monitoring
the temperature of food storage facilities as well
as refrigerated trucks and containers. A simple
device installed in the storage unit is coupled with
an online dashboard that can be configured to send
alerts in case of abnormal temperature level so
anyone can quickly react to temperature changes.

Keep your
warehouse secure
Sigfox enables business owners to secure any
building at a low cost while also addressing the
main weakness of alarm system – downtime
due to jamming. Most security alarms are
connected with the Global System for Mobile
communications (GSM). However, cheap GSM
jammers are now widely available on the market,
making burglar intrusion easy for almost anyone.
Built on radio technology, Sigfox is jamming
resistant, providing peace of mind your alarm
system will not go down if an intruder attempts
to jam its signal.
Power supply is the other Achilles’ heel of
alarms systems. By design, Sigfox technology is
low energy consumption, enabling connected
presence detectors to run on batteries for
months or even years.

Quickly recover
stolen vehicles
Car thieves using GSM jammers to steal vehicles have met
their match with Sigfox IoT trackers. Because Sigfox uses radio
signals that can’t be jammed, trackers will always transmit GPS
coordinates without any interference if a theft occurs.
Sigfox enabled trackers facilitates collaboration between
insurance companies, security providers, and the police to
recover stolen cars, motorcycles, lorries, utility vehicles and just
about anything with wheels.

Maintain and secure your
buildings thanks to IoT
IoT also offer a wide range of solutions
for smart building management:
energy and water consumptions
monitoring, connected smoke
detectors, HVAC maintenance , water
leak detection…

Discover Sigfox Ready devices
and IoT end-to-end solutions
enabled by Sigfox:
partners.sigfox.com

